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APPLE HILL HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION INC.'S SPECIAL MOTION TO

STRIKE UNDER 12 V.S.A. § 1041, MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO STATE A
CLAIM,AND MOTION FOR AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES

Defendant Apple Hill Homeowners Association Inc.("AHHA" or the "Association") by
and through its counsel, moves to strike Plaintiffs Complaint pursuant to Vermont's anti-SLAPP
law, 12 V.S.A. § 1041, or, in the alternative, to dismiss the Complaint for failure to state a claim
under V.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). AHHA also moves for an award of its fees and costs in bringing this
motion under 12 V.S.A. § 1041(f) and 27 V.S.A. § 544(b).
Introduction

This lawsuit represents the latest chapter in a pattern of sharp tactics and intimidation by
Plaintiff as it has tried to muscle through a sizable solar project over local opposition in the

Town of Bennington. For several years. Defendants AHHA and Libby Harris—the primary
targets of this suit—have actively opposed efforts by Plaintiff and its principal to develop two
commercial-scale solar generation facilities immediately adjacent to the Apple Hill subdivision.

Plaintiff, with a string of project-related appeals and lawsuits already behind it, now files suit to
collaterally challenge and seek damages for positions taken by AHHA and Ms. Harris in
proceedings before the Public Utility Commission.

This action, a strategic lawsuit transparently intended to deter and punish citizens for

participation in public proceedings, is the very definition of a SLAPP' suit. The claims Plaintiff
asserts against AHHA lack any legal merit or factual basis, and, as such, their primary purpose
appears to be to apply pressure to opponents of Plaintiffs commercial projects. Indeed, while
this is nominally a declaratory judgment action. Plaintiff not only threatens damages against
AHHA and Harris, who it accuses of"conspiracy" and making "false statements," but asks the

Court for an injunction that would cut Ms. Harris offfrom access to her property. And, while the
Complaint does not explicitly reference AHHA and Ms. Harris's intervention in the Public
Utility Commission proceedings concerning Plaintiffs projects, the central claims unmistakably

arise from positions taken by Defendants in those proceedings. As Plaintiffs suit falls squarely
within the type of abusive litigation subject to Vermont's anti-SLAPP statute, the Court should
grant AHHA's motion and strike the Complaint. Alternatively, AHHA respectfully requests that
the Court dismiss the Complaint for failure to state a claim because, based on the documents
appended to the Complaint and other public documents subject to judicial notice, there is no
viable legal basis for Plaintiffs claims.
Facts

The genesis of this case dates back to 2013, when Plaintiff—^through its principal and
counsel in this case, Thomas Melone, his company Allco Renewable Energy Ltd., and various

The acronym "SLAPP" stands for "Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation.'

associated corporate entities^ (together,"Allco")—began efforts to develop two sizable solar
facilities immediately adjacent to each other on a single parcel of land bordering the Apple Hill

subdivision in Bennington. The proposed projects, which would involve extensive clear-cutting
of trees in a prominent location, have provoked significant distress in Bennington, particularly in
the Apple Hill neighborhood. Both the Apple Hill Homeowners Association and one of the
individual residents closest to the projects, Libby Harris, have intervened in proceedings before
the Public Utility Commission("PUG" or "Commission")to express their concerns about the
projects' impacts on aesthetics, the environment, and quality of life.

A full recounting of the tortuous history of the PUC proceedings relating to the projects is
unnecessary for purposes of this suit; suffice it to say that, after six years, one of the projects
("Chelsea Solar") remains pending before the PUC,and the other("Apple Hill Solar") has been
appealed by AHHA and Ms. Harris to the Vermont Supreme Court following the PUC's issuance
of a Certificate of Public Good("CPG")in September 2018. The proceedings have been hard
fought and contentious, in significant part due to Allco's aggressive tactics. As the Department
of Public Service succinctly summarized it, Allco "cho[se] to utilize a scorched earth approach
against not only the Department, but all parties to this proceeding, many of whom are pro se"
and engaged in a "campaign of unrestrained and duplicitous discovery [that was] nothing more
than a strategy designed to exploit and exhaust all parties to this proceeding, and diminish their
capacity to participate in the proceeding." See Affidavit of Justin Barnard, Esq.("Barnard
Affidavit"), Exh. 1 at 1-2. Nor is this the first collateral lawsuit to arise from the proceedings:
Plaintiff has sued the Town of Bennington twice, first filing a sixty-page, twenty-six-count

complaint in Chittenden Superior Court against the Town, the Town and County Planning

These entities include PLH LLC, Ecos Energy, LLC, Apple Hill Solar LLC, and Chelsea Solar LLC.

Commissions, and various individuals who were members of the Town's Siting Committee,^ see
id., Exh. 2, which Plaintiff voluntarily dismissed after its removal to federal court,'* and

subsequently pursuing a suit in the Environmental Division ofthe Superior Court.^ Not
surprisingly, the Town, once an active intervenor in the proceedings before the PUG,settled with

Plaintiff in 2018 and withdrew its opposition to the projects amid mounting legal fees.*^
What follows is a brief history necessary to place the specific issues raised by Plaintiffs
Complaint in their appropriate context.
A.

Access to the Chelsea Solar Project via Russett Drive

A significant and recurring issue in the PUC and Court proceedings concerning approval
of Plaintiffs solar projects has been the route of access to the two projects. The parcel of land
on which Plaintiff proposed to construct the solar facilities—referred to here as the "Van
Nostrand" parcel—is bordered on the west and south by Route 7 and a highway on-ramp, and to

the north by the Apple Hill subdivision. As originally proposed, Apple Hill Solar was to be
accessed from Willow Road from the south, and Plaintiff proposed to access Chelsea Solar(then

called "Bennington Solar"^) from the north by constructing an access road along a purported
right-of-way across a neighboring parcel in the Apple Hill subdivision to Russett Drive:

^ See PLH, LLC v. Town ofBennington, No. 78-1-18 Cncv (Vt. Super Ct.).
^ See PLH, LLC v. Town ofBennington, No. 2:18-cv-00041 (D. Vt.).
^ That case was dismissed in July 2018. See PLH, LLC v. Town ofBennington, No. 21-2-18 Vtec, 2018 WL
4200936, at *7(Vt. Super. Ct. July 7, 2018).

^ See Jim Therrien, Town, solar developer sign offon settlement, Bennington Banner(Sept. 14, 2018), available at
https://www.benningtonbanner.com/stories/town-solar-deveioper-sign-off-on-settlement,550453 (last accessed Apr.
20, 2019).

'
For ease of reference, this Motion refers to both the Bennington Solar project and its successor, Chelsea Solar, as
"Chelsea Solar." While recognizing that there are differences in the layout and proposal of the original Bennington
Solar project and Chelsea Solar, they occupy the same area of the parcel and are clearly versions of the same
original concept.

Chelsea Solar Access via Russell Dr.

Apple Hill Solar Access via Willow Road

See Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 3 at PC152,PC155-56.
Obviously, it would have been easier and more practical for Allco to construct access to

the projects via a single road connecting to Willow Road from the south. However, regulatory
approval ofthe projects, which were bid into Vermont's Standard Offer Program,see 30 V.S.A.
§ 8005a, required maintaining the illusion that these were, in fact, two completely independent
projects. Each project was rated at 2.0 MW—or,together, 4.0 MW—and the governing statute
requires that qualifying Standard Offer projects have a capacity of no more than 2.2 MW. See 30

V.S.A. § 8005a(b). The PUC originally disqualified the Apple Hill Solar project on the grounds
that the Apple Hill Solar and Chelsea Solar projects together constituted a single "plant" with a
combined capacity of4.0 MW,thus exceeding what was permitted under the Standard Offer

Program,"[bjecause both proposals are located on the same parcel of land and have similar
interconnection points." In re Programmatic Changes to Standard-Offer Program, 2014 VT 29,
^7, 196 Vt. 175, 95 A.3d 999(quoting PUC Order). In an appeal by Plaintiff, the Vermont
Supreme Court reversed, noting that the governing statute defines a group of facilities as a single

"plant" only where they were "part of the same project and use[] common equipment and

infrastructure such as roads, control facilities, and connections to the electric grid," and relying
on the fact that Allco had represented that its two projects would utilize different roads and
interconnection points: Apple Hill Solar would have access and connect to the electrical grid
through Willow Road, whereas the Bennington Solar project would be accessed and connect to
n

the grid via the supposed right-of-way from Russett Drive. ld.,W 8, 10, 12(quoting 30 V.S.A.
§ 8002(18))(emphasis added).

The problem was that, notwithstanding its representations to the PUC and Supreme

Court, Allco in fact had no rights that would allow it to construct an access road or run utilities to
Russett Drive. That did not stop it from trying. In the spring of 2013—long before Allco had
any regulatory approval for a solar project on the Van Nostrand parcel—heavy machinery and
construction workers showed up on Russett Drive. Affidavit of Bill Knight("Knight Affidavit"),
I 6. When Bill Knight, president of AHHA,approached the workers and asked what they were

doing, the worker who appeared to be in charge advised that he was going to put in a road from
the end of Russett Drive to a solar project. Id. Mr. Knight—having no knowledge yet of the

proposed projects—informed the worker that he must be in the wrong place. Id. After the
worker made a couple of calls, the workers and machinery left with no further discussion. Id.
At some point in 2013, Allco made an attempt to actually secure the rights it claimed to
have. The proposed access road from Russett Drive to the Van Nostrand parcel ran across a lot

owned by Earl Senecal, whose estate has been named a defendant in this suit.^ Mr. Senecal was
contacted by a representative of Allco in 2013 seeking to purchase an easement across the

® See Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 3 and PC152,PC155-56 (materials submitted by Allco to the Supreme Court in its
Printed Case describing and depicting access to the two projects).
'
it also would have run across a portion of the neighboring lot, straddling the boundary line between the two.

property. See Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 26 (Affidavit of Steven Senecal in Docket No. 17-5024PET)atT|8. Mr. Senecal declined. Id
The issue of access from Russett Drive lay largely dormant until recently, when it came

up in the § 248 proceeding before the PUC for Chelsea Solar. Over the years since its initial
proposal. Plaintiff has altered the Chelsea Solar project so that access would be effectuated—as

with the Apple Hill Solar project—from Willow Road. See id., Exh. 4. In a January 31, 2019
filing commenting on a proposed decision from a PUC hearing officer on the Chelsea Solar

project, AHHA noted that approval of the project would run afoul of the Standard Offer Program
requirements, as it was, together with Apple Hill Solar, effectively one 4 MW plant using the
same road for access and the same one-mile power line extension for interconnection. Id,Exh. 5

at 20-21. In a subsequent order, the Commission directed the parties to brief the effect on the
"single plant" issue of the changes in access as depicted on the original plans submitted by
Plaintiff in connection with its 2014 Vermont Supreme Court appeal (showing access from
Russett Drive) and the current plans for the Chelsea Solar project. Id, Exh. 6.

In its brief on the issue, AHHA argued that the Supreme Court's 2014 decision

determining Apple Hill and Chelsea Solar to be separate projects had been based on a material
misrepresentation—namely, the depiction of an access route from Russett Drive. Id,Exh. 7 at

6-8. AHHA explained in its briefing that no such road, easement, or right-of-way existed, and
thus the suggestion that Plaintiff had such access was an "utterly false representation to the
Supreme Court." Id., Exh. 7 at 6. The Commission heard argument on the issue in late March
and has yet to issue a ruling.

B.

Restrictions on Use of Lot 1 for Plaintiffs Commercial Solar Projects

The second set of issues raised by Plaintiff stem from its purchase of a lot within the
Apple Hill subdivision in 2014. This parcel, referred to as "Lot 1," is an undeveloped lot in an

old apple orchard bordered to the west and south by the Van Nostrand lands(and the proposed
projects) and to the north by the property of Defendant Libby Harris. It was a relatively late
addition to the Apple Hill subdivision. The developers of the subdivision, Paul and Nancy

Bohne, began subdividing their lands in or around 1973,see Complaint ^ 7, but did not subdivide
and sell lots within the orchard until in or around 2001. See Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 8. The

Bohnes divided the orchard into three lots, subject to the original Act 250 permit(as amended to

permit the subdivision) and the same restrictive covenants as the other lots in the subdivision.
Id.,\\ \ and Exhs. 8-10. These covenants included, in relevant part, that the lands "shall not be
used for any manufacturing or commercial purposes (other than gardens and horticultural
enterprises). .. nor for any non-residential purpose whether or not enumerated herein" except as
specifically provided. Knight Affidavit, Exhs. A and B.

The potential use of Lot 1 in connection with the planned solar projects has been an issue
throughout the CPG proceedings. When Allco filed its initial petition for a CPG for Chelsea
Solar in 2014, it indicated that access to the property would be from the east and would traverse

westerly through the Apple Hill subdivision, along Apple Hill Road and across Lot 1. (This was
a departure from the plans submitted in the Standard Offer proceedings, which, as discussed
above, claimed access from Russett Drive from the north.) AHHA sought to intervene in the

Chelsea Solar proceeding to raise its concerns that such use of Lot 1 would violate AHHA's
restrictive covenants. Knight Affidavit, ^ 10. After AHHA's initial motion to intervene was

denied,"^ AHHA entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with Allco in March 2015 that
would prohibit travel across Apple Hill Road and Lot 1 for construction or decommissioning,
and only allow use of that route for operations, maintenance, and emergency access once the
project was built. W.,^ 16 and Exh. C.
The PUC subsequently issued a decision denying a CPG for Chelsea Solar in 2016. M,H
13. Allco appealed the decision to the Supreme Court. While the appeal was pending, Allco

filed a V.R.C.P Rule 60(b)(6) Motion with the PUC, which was denied for lack ofjurisdiction
over the case on appeal. However, in its decision, the PUC suggested that, "[i]n the interest of

judicial economy, should Chelsea withdraw its appeal with the Vermont Supreme Court, the
Commission would promptly review a new Chelsea petition reflecting the Willow Road proposal
and would be responsive to a request from Chelsea to further extend the operational deadline of

its standard-offer contract."'' In response, Allco chose to withdraw its appeal to the Supreme
Court, and filed a new Petition with the PUC which provided for access to the Chelsea Solar

project from Willow Road from the south, rather than Apple Hill Road from the east. See
Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 4.

That was not the end of the matter, however. In a course of events that is difficult to

interpret as anything other than an aggressive feint to attempt to deter a neighbor from further

opposition, in early 2018 Allco submitted an amended site plan that once again called for access
through Lot 1, and then reverted back to the proposal for access from Willow Road. The episode

AHHA subsequently was granted intervention in both the Chelsea Solar and Apple Hill Solar proceedings.
Knight Affidavit,

10, 19.

"See PUC Docket No. 8302, PeiUion ofChelsea Solar, LLC, Denial of Chelsea V.C.C.P. 60(b)(6) Motion, October
12, 2017.

began with a public comment filed by Defendant Libby Harris in a separate docket'^ suggesting
that, by utilizing access from Willow Road for both projects, Allco was now violating the
Standard Offer Program requirements and thus one of the two projects should be denied. Id., ^
11 at 11. Allco's principal, Thomas Melone, responded by emailing her a thinly veiled threat to
return to use of Lot 1, which would put the access route right in front of Defendant Harris's
property:

[Y]ou are claiming that the access driveway off Willow Road is now a problem
for you. We eliminated the access off Apple Hill Road because that was one of
the items that you and the homeowners association were complaining about. If
you would rather us go back to access off Apple Hill Road we certainly can do so

Id., Exh. 12(elipses in original). Harris responded that her comment simply raised a legal issue
about the Standard Offer requirements, and emphasized that "[a]t no time have I deviated from

my position, and that of the Apple Hill Homeowners Association, that it violates our deed
restrictions to conduct commercial activities on lands that are part of Apple Hill"(i.e., by using

Apple Hill Road and Lot 1 for access). Id. Notwithstanding Ms. Harris's response, two months
later Allco proceeded to file a new site plan depicting access from the east across Lot 1, claiming
that "[tjhis alternative access scenario addresses the concern raised by neighbor Libby Harris ...,
who has objected to access from the south off of Willow Road." M,Exh. 13at3. After Harris
and AHHA filed a submission with the PUC advising that Allco had mischaracterized Harris's
position and restating their concern that use of Lot 1 would violate AHHA's restrictive

covenants, Allco returned to its original Willow Road proposal, the southern access that is shared
with the Apple Hill Solar project. Id., Exhs. 14 and 15.

This docket, No. I7-4695-PET, related to a petition by Allco to extend the commissioning deadline for Chelsea
Solar under the project's Standard Offer contract.
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In addition to the potential use of Lot 1 for access, Allco has also proposed utilizing Lot 1

for aesthetic mitigation to address the impacts of its projects. M,Exh. 16. In her prefiled
testimony before the PUC in the Chelsea Solar proceeding, Defendant Libby Harris testified that
the screening plantings proposed for Lot 1 are "part of a commercial project, and therefore
violate[] the deed restrictions contained in all properties that are part of the Apple Hill

Homeowners Association .... against commercial activity." Id., Exh. 17 at 7. Plaintiffs Count
V, requesting a declaration that the covenants do not prohibit landscaping on Lot 1 to screen the
solar projects, appears to arise directly from this testimony.
C.

Plaintiffs Membership in AHHA

By its acquisition of Lot 1, Allco also became a member of AHHA and subject to a

requirement to pay dues. Pursuant to the covenants that apply to all lots in the subdivision,

including Lot 1, Allco is obligated to pay an annual assessment to AHHA (along with special
assessments, if approved by two thirds ofthe membership), and is entitled to membership in the
Association with the attendant rights and privileges. See Knight Affidavit, Exhs. A and B. Allco

has paid dues intermittently since its acquisition of Lot 1 (once in 2015 and again in 2017), see
16, and, prior to this lawsuit, had never contested its obligations to or membership in
AHHA.

To the contrary, Allco has aggressively asserted its rights as an AHHA member. In
October 2017, AHHA held a membership meeting to discuss the solar projects and voted to seek
intervention in the pending CPG proceedings. Id., ^14. By oversight—because AHHA

customarily distributes notices of meetings to residents by hand—Plaintiff was not notified of the
meeting. Id., TI15. When Thomas Melone learned ofthe meeting, he emailed AHHA's

president to advise that, as "the owner of property in the Apple Hill Association," Plaintiff was

11

entitled to notice of any meeting; he also requested AHHA's bylaws, membership list, and copies
of all correspondence involving AHHA's officers. M,^ 16 and Exh. D. After AHHA moved to
intervene in the CPG proceedings, Melone again emailed AHHA's president to assert that the
approval of intervention was flawed due to the absence of a proper quorum and failure to provide
notice to Plaintiff. Id.,

17-18 and Exhs. E, F. He threatened that, if AHHA did not

immediately withdraw its motion to intervene, he would "file suit in Superior Court to invalidate

the AHHA's action based upon the clear language of the AHHA by-laws, and to seek damages
and attorney's fees." Id., ^17. As AHHA promptly noticed a new meeting and again approved

intervention by a proper quorum, id., T| 18, Melone did not follow through with his threat to sue
at that time.

D.

Allco's History of Strategic Litigation

This suit fits comfortably within an established pattern of sharp tactics and strategic
deployment of litigation by Allco in pursuit of its business interests. Allco, a development
company headed by a lawyer, is a veteran of considerable litigation outside of Vermont. It
regularly sues when it does not get what it wants, having filed multiple suits against agencies,

public officials, and utilities that have denied its bids for renewable energy contracts in
Cormecticut and Massachusetts.'^ It also has a history of taking very aggressive litigation
positions. As one example, in McCoy v. Iberdrola Renewables, Inc., 760 F.3d 674(7th Cir.
2014), a related entity, Outland Renewable Energy, was joined in a simple personal injury suit as
third-party defendant on an indemnification claim. Outland, represented by Allco and its

See, e.g., Allco Fin. Ltd. v. Klee, 861 F.3d 82, 91 (2d Cir. 2017), cert, denied, 138 S. Ct. 926(2018) and Allco Fin.
Ltd. V. Klee, 805 F.3d 89(2d Cir. 2015)(appeals from multiple suits seeking damages and equitable relief related to
Allco's failure to obtain a wholesale energy contract under a Connecticut renewable energy program); Allco
Renewable Energy Ltd. v. Massachusetts Electric Co., 208 F. Supp. 3d 390(D. Mass. 2016), affd, 875 F.3d 64(1st
Cir. 2017)(suit against electric utility company and various public officials related to Allco's failure to obtain a
long-term energy contact with the utility).
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principal, Thomas Melone, turned around and filed a counterclaim asserting twenty-two counts

that raised a "host of new issues" and "greatly widen[ed] the scope of the case" to include,
among other things, alleged violations of federal antitrust laws and the antitrust laws of three
different states. Id. at 678. After all but one of the counterclaims were dismissed, Outland

changed tack and argued that its own federal antitrust claims were so "fatally flawed" and
"feeble" that there had been no basis for federal jurisdiction over the counterclaims, leading the

Court of Appeals to observe that it had "essentially confessed to sanctionable conduct"(i.e.,
filing frivolous claims). Id. at 680,682.
Allco's course of conduct in Vermont has been no different. In the past five years, it has

pursued five appeals before the Vermont Supreme Court(one of which was withdrawn, as noted
above), including two challenging the PUC's denial of its efforts to intervene in competitors'

CPG proceedings.*"^ It has also filed multiple lawsuits.*^ As noted above, two of those lawsuits
arose from the same underlying proceedings as the present suit, seeking damages and broad
injunctive relief against the Town of Bennington, together with its Select Board, Planning
Commission, and Solar Siting Committee, the Bennington County Regional Commission, and
individual members of the Siting Committee on a range of theories that ranged from federal
antitrust violations to civil conspiracy and tort. See Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 2.

See In re Green Mt. Power Corp., 2018 VT 97, 198 A.3d 36 (affirming denial of Allco's motion to intervene in
CPG proceeding relating to approval of utility's purchase of hydroelectric power); In re Pet. ofGMPSolarRichmond, LLC,2017 VT 108, 206 Vt. 220, 179 A.3d 1232(affirming denial of Allco's motion to intervene in CPG

proceeding relating to approval of solar facility); In re Programmatic Changes to Stand.-Offer Program &

Investigation into Estab. ofStand-Offer Prices, 2017 VT 77, 205 Vt. 358, 175 A.3d 509(affirming denial of motion
to reconsider by Allco challenging PUC's failure to award Standard Offer contracts for certain projects proposed by
Allco); In re Programmatic Changes to Stand.-Offer Program, 2014 VT 29, 196 Vt. 175, 95 A.3d 999(reversing
PUC's disqualification of the Apple Hill Solar project from the Standard Offer Program).

See Otter Creek Solar LLC v. State of Vermont, No. 299-4-18 Cncv (Vt. Super. Ct.); PLH, LLC v. Town of
No. 2:18-cv-00041 (D. Vt.); PL//, iLC v. Town ofBennington,'V\o.l%-\-\Z Cncv (Vt. Super Ct.);
PLH, LLCv. Town ofBennington. No. 21-2-18 Vtec, 2018 WL 4200936, at *1(Vt. Super. Ct. July 7, 2018); Otter
Creek Solar LLC v. Green Mt. Power Corp. and VEPP, Inc., No. 1:16-CV-00013-JGM,2016 WL 5349739(D. Vt.
Sept. 23,2016).
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Allco has also aggressively pursued discovery in the PUC proceedings to which it has
been a party (despite the fact that discovery is, typically, more limited and focused in PUC
proceedings than in general civil litigation). In the Chelsea Solar proceeding it sought, among
other things, to take the deposition of Bennington's Town Manager, Planning Director, and each
of the Town's individual Select Board members,see Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 18; noticed

depositions of multiple local, pro se intervenors to take place in Burlington, more than 120 miles

away from Bennington, id, Exh. 19; and noticed a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition ofthe Department of
Public Service covering thirty-seven topics, a number of which had no connection to the case,
id., Exh. 1. It is already clear that Allco will pursue a similar path in this case. Shortly after

filing suit, Plaintiff served a notice of deposition and discovery on Defendant Harris(who

previously withdrew from one of the underlying CPG proceedings after Plaintiff sought to
depose her). Id, Exhs. 20 and 21. Despite the fact that this is purportedly a declaratory

judgment action concerning circumscribed issues of property rights, Plaintiff seeks broad
discovery from Harris, including all communications and documents sent, received, or issued by
Harris since 2014 relating in any way to Chelsea Solar, Apple Hill Solar, Allco, and the Melones.
Id, Exh. 21 at 4. In other words, Plaintiff seeks everything related to Ms. Harris's five-year

history of opposing Allco's projects in Bennington—which is, plainly, what this case is really
about.

In sum, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that this continuing pattern of strategic (and

sometimes abusive) litigation is not simply a byproduct of Allco's development activities;
rather, it appears to be a core aspect of its business model.
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Argument

A.

Plaintiffs Complaint Arises from AHHA's Participation in
Proceedings Before the PUC and Should Be Stricken Under
Vermont's Anti-SLAPP Statute.

The Vermont Legislature enacted the State's anti-SLAPP statute to address a "disturbing
increase" in strategic lawsuits brought to chill public participation in government proceedings or
the exercise of free speech on matters of public interest. See Felis v. Downs Rachlin Martin

PLLC,2015 VT 129,129,200 Vt 465, 133 A.3d 836 (quoting P.A. No. 134, § 1 (2005 Adj.
Sess.)). Testimony in support of the statute emphasized the importance of protecting

participation and free speech in government decision making,"particularly in areas of land use
and zoning, permitting and regulatory matters affecting communities, and public health and
quality of life." Id. (citing Hearing on S. 103 before Senate Judiciary Committee, 2005-2006
Bien. Sess.(Vt. Mar. 2, 2006)). The animating concern was that "when [citizens] participate [in
such matters], they are subject to suit by parties opposed to their interests in public participation"
and "[i]n this way, parties with financial means are able to use litigation to intimidate others into
silence." Id. That is precisely what Plaintiff seeks to do here: Plaintiff, a wealthy out-of-state
developer, has brought a meritless lawsuit which seeks damages and injunctive and declaratory
relief based on positions asserted by AHHA in a pending proceeding before the PUC. As
Plaintiffs lawsuit falls directly within the category of abusive lawsuits subject to the anti-SLAPP
law, the Court should strike the Complaint.

Vermont's anti-SLAPP law permits a "defendant in an action arising from the defendant's

exercise, in connection with a public issue, of the right to freedom of speech or to petition the
government for redress of grievances under the U.S. or Vermont Constitution" to make a special
motion to strike within sixty days of the complaint's filing. 12 V.S.A § 1041(a),(b). A court
"shall grant the special motion to strike" unless the plaintiff shows that the defendant's exercise
15

of his or her free speech right or right to petition was "devoid of any reasonable factual support
and any arguable basis in law" and the "defendant's acts caused actual injury to the plaintiff."
Id. § 1041(e)(1). In making a determination on a motion to strike, the court "shall consider the

pleadings and supporting and opposing affidavits stating the facts upon which the liability or
defense is based." Id. § 1041(e)(2).
The threshold criterion that "must be met in any motion to strike under the anti-SLAPP

statute, regardless of the type of activity," is that the activity giving rise to the lawsuit occur "in
connection with a public issue." Felis, 2015 VT 129,f 52. The circumstances here amply meet

that requirement. The underlying PUC proceeding occurred in connection with a set of

commercial solar projects that have been hotly contested, producing three appeals to the

Vermont Supreme Court'^ and copious media coverage and commentary.'^ Moreover, the
activity at issue—participation in a regulatory proceeding of great concern to the local
community, relating to land use and quality oflife—was the quintessential type of activity the
Legislature acted to protect in creating the anti-SLAPP statute. Id., ^ 29. The law expressly
defines the "exercise ... of the right to freedom of speech or to petition the government" to

include "(1) any written or oral statement made before a legislative, executive, or judicial

proceeding, or any other official proceeding authorized by law" and "(2) any written or oral
statement made in connection with an issue under consideration or review by a legislative,

See Dockets No. 2013-308, 2017-95 (withdrawn by AIlco), 2018-358 (pending).

See, e.g., Jim Therrien, Group appeals solar permit to Supreme Court, Bennington Banner(Nov. 30, 2018),
available at https://www.benningtonbanner.com/stories/group-appeais-solar-permit-to-supreme-court,557868 (last
accessed Apr. 18, 2019); Jim Therrien, Bennington board Oks settlement with solarfirm after revisions, VT Digger
(Sept. 17,2018), available at https://vtdigger.org/2018/09/17/bennington-board-oks-settlement-solar-firm-revisions/
(last accessed Apr. 18, 2019); Michael Bielawski, Opposed solar projects contradict Bennington town plan, True
North Reports(Aug. 21,2017), available at http;//truenorthreports.com/solar-projects-contradict-bennington-townplan (last accessed Apr. 18, 2019); Jim Therrien, Bennington solar project opponents critical ofboard vote,
Brattleboro Reformer(Aug. 15, 2017), available at https://www.reformer.com/stories/bennington-solar-projectopponents-critical-of-board-vote,516853? (last accessed Apr. 18, 2019).
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executive, or judicial body, or any other official proceeding authorized by law." 12 V.S.A. §
1041(i). As any proceeding before the PUC is both a quasi-judicial proceeding and an "official
proceeding authorized by law," there can be no genuine question that AHHA's statements and
submissions before the PUC qualify for protection under the anti-SLAPP statute.

The fact that Plaintiff purports to seek declaratory relief does not remove this lawsuit
from the aegis of the anti-SLAPP law. The statute contains no limitation on the types of actions

to which it may apply, for "the nature or form of the action is not what is critical but rather that is
against a person who has exercised certain rights." Equilon Enters, v. Consumer Cause, Inc., 52

P.3d 685,689(Gal. 2002)(affirming dismissal of suit for declaratory and injunctive relief
pursuant to anti-SLAPP statute). For that reason, the courts of California and Massachusetts—
the jurisdictions whose anti-SLAPP statutes formed the model for Vermont's,see Cornelius v.
The Chronicle, Inc., 2019 VT 4, TI 22—have granted motions to strike suits for declaratory relief,

particularly where, as here, the plaintiff simultaneously seeks injunctive relief and damages. See,
e.g., Equilon Enters., 52 P.3d 685; Fease v. Vandenakker, No. WOCV201200390B,2012 WL
4048846(Mass. Super. Ct. Aug. 9, 2012); Country Side Villas Homeowners

'n v. Ivie, 123

Cal. Rptr. 3d 251 (Cal. Ct. App. 2011); N. Am. Expositions Co. LP v. Corcoran, 898 N.E.2d 831,
845 (Mass. 2009); Kronemyer v. Internet Movie Database Inc., 59 Cal. Rptr. 3d 48(Cal. Ct.
App. 2007); but see Garabedian v. Westland, 796 N.E.2d 439,445 (Mass. Ct. App. 2003)
(reversing dismissal of declaratory judgment action under anti-SLAPP statute where the
complaint lacked the "hallmarks of the bullying sort of action that the anti-SLAPP aims to
discourage," in that it "asserted no wrongdoing on the part of the defendants" and "asked for no
damages"). Here, notwithstanding the request for declaratory judgment, the intent to punish and
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intimidate appears on the face of the Complaint:'^ Plaintiff accuses AHHA of making "false
statements" and "conspiring" with other defendants, asserts a claim for "harm, lost profits, lost
revenues and additional costs," and requests injunctive relief seeking, among other things, an

order that would effectively prevent one of the individuals defendants, Libby Harris, from

accessing her own home.^^ See Complaint,fl 16, 19, 20, 26, 27 and Statement of Relief
Requested.

Applying the anti-SLAPP statute under these circumstances is straight forward. As

explained below, AHHA's positions on the issues challenged in Plaintiffs Complaint were(and
are) correct as matter oflaw and fact. Because Plaintiff cannot carry its burden of proving that

AHHA's positions were "devoid of any reasonable factual support and any arguable basis in
law," AHHA is entitled to an order granting its motion and striking the Complaint. See 12
V.S.A. § 1041(e)(1).
1.

Access to the solar projects across Lot 37.

Plaintiffs argument that it is a "beneficiary of[a] right-of-way across Lot 37" appears to

rest on a basic misunderstanding of the law: that the depiction of a right-of-way on a subdivision
plat may create enforceable rights in properties that lie outside ofthe subdivision. As explained
below, that is simply not the case.

Plaintiff does not allege the existence of any express easement across Lot 37—nor,for
that matter, does any grant or reservation of such an easement appear in the deed for Lot 37 or

It is notable in this respect that the defendants named in the Complaint are, with the exception of the Bohnes, all
participants in the PUC proceedings concerning Plaintiffs projects: AHHA and Ms. Harris are intervenors, and
Steven Seneca), executor ofthe Senecal Estate, submitted an affidavit in support ofthe AHHA in the Chelsea Solar

proceedings. By contrast, Plaintiff omitted from this suit the owners of Lot 36—who,significantly, have not been
involved in the PUC proceedings—despite the fact that the supposed right-of-way from Russet Drive crosses their
property as well.

Ms. Harris's access to her property lies across Lot 1; Count 11 ofthe Complaint seeks declaratory judgment and an
injunction prohibiting Ms. Harris from accessing her property using Lot 1.
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the property description for Plaintiffs Van Nostrand parcel.

See Complaint, Exh. M (Senecal

Deed); Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 22(legal description of Van Nostrand Parcel). Rather, Plaintiff
appears to claim a form ofeasement by implication. Plaintiffs Complaint notes that the

subdivision plat submitted for purposes of Act 250 approval of the Apple Hill subdivision

depicts a corridor marked "R. of W." extending from the cul-de-sac at the end of Russett Dr. to
the Van Nostrand lands. See Complaint, Exhs. A and C; Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 23. (Plaintiff
refers to this as a "50-foot right of way," although there is nothing on the plat that describes the
corridor in those specific terms.) Plaintiff further alleges that this notional "right of way" was a

"condition" ofthe subdivision's Act 250 permit.^' See Complaint,^ 15.
Courts generally disfavor implied easements because they burden estates and "retard
building and progress." 25 Am. Jur.2d Easements and Licenses § 23(1996). However, most

jurisdictions, including Vermont, have recognized a narrow form of implied easement in the
context of subdivisions. Specifically,"where lots are sold by reference to a recorded plat, lot
purchasers acquire the right to keep open and use roads, streets, highways, and park areas as
indicated on the plat." Clearwater Realty Co. v. Bouchard, 146 Vt. 359, 363, 505 A.2d 1189,
1191 (1985). The intent of this principle is not the creation of"public rights, but to secure to

persons purchasing lots under such circumstances those benefits, the promise of which, it is
reasonable to infer, has induced them to buy portions of a tract laid out on the plan indicated."
Id. at 364, 505 A.2d at 1192(quoting Callahan v. Gannesion Park Dev. Corp., 245 A.2d 274,
278(Me. 1968)).

The absence of an express easement is consistent with the fact that Plaintiff attempted in 2013 to purchase an
easement from Lot 37's owner, Earl Senecal. See Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 26 (Affidavit of Steven Senecal in Docket
No. 17-5024-PET) at 1(8.

While not material to the legal issues here, there is nothing in the text of the permit that corroborates this claim
that the right-of-way was a "condition" of the permit. See Barnard Affidavit, Exhs. 24 and 25.
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This doctrine offers Plaintiff no assistance. Plaintiff does not claim a right to use a

common right-of-way in the subdivision as the purchaser of a lot; it asserts its rights as the owner

of an adjacent property. The equitable principles that animated the Cleanvater decision are thus
wholly absent here. See Crabbe v. Veve Assocs., 150 Vt. 53, 55-56, 549 A.2d 1045, 1047(1988)
(characterizing Clearwater's implied easement rule as rooted as one rooted in equitable

considerations). Unlike the purchaser of a lot, Plaintiff cannot claim that the inclusion of a rightof-way on the Apple Hill subdivision plat was intended in any way as an inducement to

encourage Plaintiff to purchase the adjacent property, such that equity requires the creation of an
easement. Moreover, there is neither any allegation nor, at this point, any evidence that the plat

at issue was actually recorded, such that it would put purchasers of Lot 37 on notice ofa possible
easement. See Clearwater, 146 Vt. at 363, 505 A.2d at 1191 (implying easements where lots are

sold "by reference to a recorded plat"(emphasis added)).

Finally, it bears emphasis that the one, spare reference to a right-of-way—^the depiction

on the Act 250 plat—does not even provide evidence of what manner of right-of-way might have
been contemplated. See Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 23. There is certainly no indication that the
corridor was intended to extend the road, which ends in a completed cul-de-sac; there is neither a

break in the cul-de-sac to suggest that the road continues, nor is the corridor in line with the road
(rather, it is slightly offset to the west). Id. And, AHHA is unaware of any existing or historical
roadway, path, or right-of-way for any other purpose that travels along the path depicted on the
plat. Knight Affidavit,^ 7. Particularly given the absence of any substantial quantum of

The undersigned has not traveled to Bennington to research in the land records whether a copy ofthe plat was
actually recorded (although one would expect Plaintiff to have pleaded that the plat was recorded if it were).
However, even if the plat were recorded, that would not change the analysis; under Clearwater, at most the
recording of the plat would give purchasers of lots in the subdivision an implied easement along the roads depicted
on the plat.
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evidence corroborating the right-of-way or clarifying its purpose and scope, there is no basis to
find or imply an easement across Lot 37 benefiting Plaintiff.
2.

Application of restrictive covenants to Lot 1.

Plaintiffs claim that AHHA's restrictive covenants do not apply to Lot 1 similarly lacks

any substance. It is more than a little surprising that Plaintiff should take this position, given that
Plaintiff has previously paid dues to AHHA and asserted its rights as a member of the
Association—including threatening to sue AHHA for an alleged violation of its bylaws if AHHA
did not withdraw its request to intervene in one of the PUC proceedings concerning Plaintiffs
projects. Regardless, the matter is readily resolved by reference to the controlling title
documents, which unambiguously established that Lot 1 is subject to—and Plaintiff must
therefore abide by—AHHA's restrictive covenants.

The developers ofthe Apple Hill subdivision (Paul and Nancy Bohne)created Lot 1 via
subdivision in 2001, and sold it that same year to Paul and Jean Mundt; after passing to two other
sets of owners, Lot 1 was ultimately deeded to Plaintiff in 2014. See Complaint,^ 9. The

original warranty deed from the Bohnes to the Mundts conveyed the property "subject to those
same restrictive covenants as set forth in the Warranty Deed of Grantors herein to Hilde Liu ...,

reference to which deed may be had for a further and more particular description of said
covenants." See Barnard Affidavit, Exh. 11 (Mundt Deed); Knight Affidavit, Exh. B (Liu Deed).
It is black letter law that such incorporation of a deed by reference is "as effective as if the deed
referred to had been copied into the deed making the reference." Tallarico v. Brett, 137 Vt. 52,
60, 400 A.2d 959,964(1979). Thus, the AHHA restrictive covenants indisputably applied to
Lot 1 at the time of the original transfer, and the only potential issue is whether they run with the
land such that they still adhere after several subsequent transfers.
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There can be no genuine question but that they do.^^ Four requirements must be met for a
restrictive covenant to run with the land:"(1)the covenant must be in writing;(2)the parties to
the covenant must have intended that the covenant run with the land;(3)the covenant must
'touch and concern' the land; and (4) privity of estate must exist between the parties." Gardner
V. Jefferys, 2005 VT 56,^6, 178 Vt. 594, 878 A.2d 259. Here, the covenants are in writing, and
there is privity of estate between Lot 1 and the other lots within the Apple Hill subdivisions,

having been subdivided and conveyed by the same common grantor. See Complaint,

7-9.

The covenants' prohibition on use of the lot for commercial or non-residential purposes plainly
touches and concerns the land, in that it limits the use to which it may be put. Likewise, it is well
established that a covenant requiring the payment of assessments to a homeowners association
touches and concerns the land, particularly to the extent such assessments are used for the
maintenance of common areas that benefit the subdivision. See Schodowski v. Tellico Village

Prop. Owners Assn., Inc.., No. E201501145COAR3CV,2016 WL 1627895, at *6(Tenn. Ct

App. Apr. 22, 2016)(collecting cases).^^ Because the assessments levied by AHHA are
predominantly used to pay taxes, insurance, and costs for maintenance of common areas within
the subdivision—which areas are open to the use of residents and thus benefit the individual

properties within the subdivision—the requirement to pay assessments touches and concerns the
land,

Knight Affidavit,^ 5.

Plaintiff arguably concedes this point in its Complaint, alleging that its deed for Lot 1 does, in fact, contain
restrictive covenants that apply to the land and asking that they be invalidated. See Complaint, II 50.
See also Harbison Comty. Ass'n, Inc. v. Mueller, 459 S.E.2d 860, 862(S.C. Ct. App. 1995)("Covenants requiring
property owners to pay fees for improvements, maintenance or other services to a homeowners association run with
the land."); Griffin v. Tall Timbers Dev.. Inc., 681 So. 2d 546,550(Miss. 1996)("As a matter of law, covenants for
payment of annual assessments for operation of property owners associations are covenants running with the land.");
Neponsil Property Owners'Ass'n v. Emigrant Indus. Sav. Bank, 278 N.Y. 248, 15 N.E.2d 793(1938)(a covenant to
pay assessments touches and concerns the land if the money is used to maintain common areas, thus providing a
benefit to the landowner).
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Lastly, the circumstances reflect an intent for the restrictive covenants included in the
deed for Lot 1 to run with the land. The absence of deed language explicitly providing that the

covenants "run with the land" or "bind the grantees' heirs, successors and assigns" is not

dispositive, as the "parties' intent for a covenant to run with the land may 'be implied as well as
expressed,' and may be demonstrated by 'extraneous circumstances.'" Hayes v. Mt. View Estates
Homeowners Ass'n, 2018 VT 41, 22, 188 A.3d 678 (quoting Rogers v. Watson, 156 Vt. 483,

488, 594 A.2d 409,412(1991)). "Some promises are so intimately connected with the land as to

require the conclusion that the necessary intention for the running of the benefit is present absent
language clearly negating that intent," including, for example,"covenants not to subdivide land
into lots smaller than a certain size, to maintain the land open and free of buildings and
structures, and to build and maintain fences on the land." Id. (quotation marks and citations

omitted). Here, given that the deed covenants were included in the deeds of other lots within the

subdivision^^ and in service of the overall plan to create and perpetuate a residential
subdivision—including limitations on the use of lots and construction of structures on lots,
consistent with the residential nature of the community—they plainly were intended to run with

the land. See Rogers, 156 Vt. at 488, 594 A.2d at 412(concluding that restrictions were
intended to run with the land because, among other things, the covenants prohibited the
placement of certain types of structures on the land and were implemented in connection with a
common development scheme).

The conclusion that the AHHA covenants apply to Lot 1 does not completely dispose of

the issues. The Complaint seeks a declaration on several specific applications of the covenants:
(a)that the covenants do not bar Plaintiff from granting access across Lot 1 to the solar projects
to be constructed on the Van Nostrand parcel(Count IV),(b)that the covenants do not bar
See Knight Affidavit,13.
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Plaintiff from implementing mitigation plantings on Lot 1 in connection with its commercial
solar projects (Count V), and (c) that the deed restrictions prohibiting construction of a "stand
alone solar energy facility" on Lot 1 must be invalidated pursuant to 27 V.S.A. § 544(Count

With respect to the first two arguments, the general rule is that,"[i]f the language of a

restrictive covenant is clear and unambiguous, the covenant is given effect according to its
terms." Gardner,2005 VT 56,^ 10; see also McDonough v. W. fV. Snow Const. Co., Inc., 131
Vt. 436,441, 306 A.2d 119, 122(1973)(restrictive covenants "must be construed so as to give

effect to the intention ofthe parties if it can be gathered from the language used when interpreted
in connection with, and in reference to, the subject matter and purpose sought to be

accomplished at the time the instrument was executed"). The determination of whether a
covenant is ambiguous is a question of law, and may be determined not only based on the
language of the covenant itself but also "the circumstances surrounding the making ofthe
covenant." Gardner, 2005 VT 56,^ 10. Here, the language of the restrictive covenants for Lot 1

clearly prohibits use ofthe lot for a "commercial" or "non-residential use," subject to narrow
exemptions with no application in this case. There is no ambiguity in that language, nor is the
intent—to maintain a private, residential neighborhood—unclear.
Plaintiff seeks leave to use its lot for purposes of facilitating a commercial solar

development, a use in clear contravention of the restrictive covenants. While Plaintiff may
contend that the actual commercial activity is on an adjacent, unrestricted parcel, to the extent
that Plaintiff seeks to use Lot 1 for access or to install aesthetic mitigation necessary to obtain a

CPG or operate its facility, such use incorporates Lot 1 into the overall commercial project and is
The Complaint also seeks a declaration that Lot 1 is not part of the AHHA and has no obligation to pay
assessments(Count VII). That claim, unlike the others, is completely answered by the conclusion that the covenant
runs with the land and applies to Lot 1.
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barred by the restrictive covenant. If Plaintiff were to construct a supermarket or a
manufacturing plant on the adjacent parcel, there would be no question that it could not

incorporate Lot 1 into such a development, for purposes of providing an access road or
otherwise, under the restrictive covenants. The answer is not any different simply because the

development in question is a solar generation facility. And,indeed, in similar circumstances,
courts in other jurisdictions have prohibited the use of a residential lot subject to restrictive
covenants to provide access to and benefit an unrestricted adjacent parcel. See, e.g., J. T. Mgt. v.

Spencer, 2017-Ohio-892(Ohio Ct. App. 2017)(covenant forbidding "trade" from being carried
out on any lot in residential subdivision prohibited developer from using lot to access

commercial structure it planned to build on adjacent parcel outside subdivision); ALC

Development Corp. v. Walker, 787 A.2d 770(Me. 2002)(covenant limiting subdivision lot's use
to "single-family residential purposes" prohibited construction of access road across lot to serve
another subdivision on adjacent parcel); Layne v. Taylor, No. M1999-021812-COAR3CV,2000
WL 688713(Tenn. Ct. App. May 30, 2000)(covenant prohibiting any use "except for residential
purposes" barred construction of road to serve houses on adjacent parcel outside of the

subdivision).^^ The same result should obtain here.

The outcome ofthese cases depends heavily on the specific language used in the covenant. See Fassler v. Okemo
Moiwlain, Inc., 148 Vt. 538, 543, 536 A.2d 930,933(1987)("[E]ach case must be determined on its own merits and

... the language of the instrument controls.")- In Fassler, for example, the Vermont Supreme Court held that
restrictive covenants governing a ski resort "cluster village" that simply limited lots to "no more than one residence"
and barred operation of a "store, business or manufacturing" on the lots did not prohibit construction of an access
road to an adjacent subdivision, because the roadway "will not result in there being more than one residence situated
[on the lot], and cannot be construed to be a 'store, business or manufacturing concern.'" Here, by contrast—as in
the cases cited above—the language of the covenants is much broader, limiting lots not Just to a certain number of
residences but to residential use, and explicitly prohibiting all commercial use except those expressly carved out.
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With regard to Plaintiffs remaining claim, 27 V.S.A. § 544 has absolutely no application
to "stand-alone" solar facilities and cannot be read to invalidate any portion of the AHHA

covenants. The statute provides, in relevant part:
No deed restrictions, covenants, or similar binding agreements running with the
land shall prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting solar collectors, clotheslines,
or other energy devices based on renewable resources from being installed on
buildings erected on the lots or parcels covered by the deed restrictions,
covenants, or binding agreements. A property owner may not be denied
permission to install solar collectors or other energy devices based on renewable
resources by any entity granted the power or right in any deed restriction,

covenant, or similar binding agreement to approve, forbid, control, or direct
alteration of property with respect to residential dwellings. For purposes of this
subsection, that entity may determine the specific location where solar collectors
may be installed on the roof ....

27 V.S.A. § 544(a)(emphasis added). By its plain terms, the statute relates to renewable energy
devices installed on buildings, not free-standing commercial solar facilities. As nothing in the

AHHA covenants prohibits the installation of solar devices on buildings, the statute does not
apply-

In sum,the positions taken by AHHA in the PUC proceedings—namely, that Plaintiff has
no right of access across Lot 37 and is prohibited from using Lot 1 in connection with its solar
development—were correct as a matter of law and fact. Because Plaintiff cannot carry its burden
of proving that the AHHA's positions were "devoid of any reasonable factual support and any
arguable basis in law," 12 V.S.A. § 1041(e)(1), AHHA is entitled to an order striking Plaintiffs
Complaint.
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B.

Alternatively, the Court Should Dismiss Plaintifrs Complaint for
Failure to State a Colorable Claim.

In the event that the Court does not strike Plaintiffs Complaint under § 1041,^^ Plaintiffs
claims must nonetheless be dismissed pursuant to V.R.C.P. 12(b)(6).
While disfavored in Vermont, a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim may be

granted where "it appears beyond doubt that there exist no facts or circumstances that would
entitle the plaintiff to relief." Davis v. Am. Legion, Dep't ofVt., 2014 VT 134,^ 12, 198 Vt. 204

(quotation omitted)). In this case, the Complaint and documents appended thereto, together with
the other public documents subject to judicial notice and included with this motion,
conclusively establish that Plaintiffs claims against AHHA fail as a matter of law. The Court

should grant dismissal on that basis. See Daniels v. Vermont Ctr.for Crime Victims Servs., 173
Vt. 521, 524-25, 790 A.2d 376, 380-81 (2001)(affirming dismissal of declaratory judgment for

failure to state a claim); see also Cavett v. Donovan, No. 2017-167, 2017 WL 5010798, at *2

(Vt, Oct. 27, 2017)(mem.)(sarne).^"

To be clear, AHHA believes the appropriate remedy would be to strike Plaintiffs Complaint pursuant to 12
V.S.A. § 1041. In enacting § 1041, the Legislature intended to curb abusive lawsuits such as this one—and,through
the statute's cost-shifting mechanism, prevent parties wrongfully sued for their speech from bearing the
unreasonable expense of responding to the lawsuit.

On a 12(b)(6) motion, it is permissible for this Court to consider documents outside the pleadings but subject to
judicial notice—including court orders and judgments, publicly available government documents, and matters of
public record. Deulsche Bank v. Pinette, 2016 VT 71,^ 11 n.3, 202 Vt. 328, 149 A.3d 479; Kaplan v. Morgan

Stanley & Co., 2009 VT 78,^ 10 n.4, 186 Vt. 605,987 A.2d 258 (mem.); Campbell v. Manchester Bel. ofSch. Dirs.,
161 Vt. 441,446 n.4, 641 A.2d 352, 356 n.4 (1994)..

The Vermont Supreme Court observed in Daniels that "the better method of resolution of the controversy would
be to issue a declaratory judgment" but "dismissal of plaintiffs complaint accomplished the same purpose." 173 Vt.
521, 525, 790 A.2d 376, 381. As in Daniels, here the Court could alternatively issue a declaratory judgment in
AHHA's favor. Regardless, given the abusive nature of this lawsuit and Plaintiffs history of engaging in excessive
discovery as a strategic tool to apply pressure to opponents, AHHA respectfully requests that the Court either grant
dismissal or issue judgment on the conclusive record before it rather than allowing the case to proceed further. See
V.R.C.P 1 (the rules shall be administered by the courts "to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination
of every action"),
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C.

The Law Entitles AHHA to an Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs.

Lastly, dismissal of the PlaintitTs Complaint, whether under the anti-SLAPP statute or
Rule 12(b)(6), will entitle AHHA to an award of its attorney's fees and costs.

Such an award is "mandatory" under the plain language of 12 V.S.A. § 1041(f)(1).
Cornelius v. The Chronicle, Inc., 2019 VT 4,^ 19. The statute requires that the plaintiff pay
reasonable attorney's fees and costs for the purposes, among others, of ensuring that SLAPP

litigation may be resolved quickly and with minimum cost to the defendant and to "act as a
deterrent to individuals considering whether to bring such suits in the first place." Id.,

21-22.

Thus, to the extent the Court grants AHHA's anti-SLAPP motion, fees and costs must be
awarded to AHHA.

Even if the Court does not grant the anti-SLAPP motion, AHHA will be entitled to fees
to the extent the Court dismisses Plaintiffs Count VIII. As discussed above. Count VIII asks the

Court to find that 27 V.S.A. § 544 invalidates any deed restrictions on Lot 1 that would prevent
Plaintiff from "constructing a stand-alone solar energy facility" on the parcel—despite the fact
that § 544, by its plain terms, only applies to solar collectors "installed on buildingsC Section
544 requires that, in "any litigation arising under the provisions of this section, the prevailing
party shall be entitled to costs and reasonable attorney's fees." Id. § 544(b). If AHHA prevails
on the claim, the Court thus must award it costs and reasonable fees.
CoDclusion

It is difficult to imagine a lawsuit that more closely fits the paradigm of a SLAPP suit
than the one before the Court: Plaintiff, a developer with a history of strategic and aggressive

litigation tactics, seeks to proceed with claims against local residents who intervened in public
proceedings for the purpose of opposing Plaintiffs projects. Allowing such a suit to proceed
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will inevitably chill public participation in regulatory proceedings—which is, perhaps, exactly
what Plaintiff wants. To vindicate the Legislature's goals in enacting the anti-SLAPP statute and
protect AHHA from a meritless and abusive suit, AHHA respectfully requests the Court grant its
motion to strike and award its fees and costs.

DATED at Burlington, Vermont, this 29th day of April 2019.
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